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Sigma Pi Phi Fraternity

Sigma Pi Phi Fraternity was founded in Philadelphia on May 15, 1904. This unique group of professional men has the distinction of being the first organization among African Americans whose membership is limited to graduates of colleges and universities. The founders were Henry Minton, Algernon B. Jackson, Richard J. Warrick, Edwin C. Howard, Eugene T. Hinson and Robert J. O’bele. This founding group became known as Alpha Boule of Sigma Pi Phi Fraternity. The Fraternity was named Sigma Pi Phi because the Greek letters were the initials of words which translated into “congeniality, tolerance, and perseverance.” The purpose of the Fraternity is three-fold: “to bring together in close sacred and fraternal union graduates of colleges and professional schools, who have achieved eminence in their communities and in the nation; and who manifest superior qualification and attainments, to further cultivate and develop within each member his best inherent qualities and potentialities; and to give aid and comfort to each other, when needed, to seek and establish, by concerted action, those goals which promote the greatest good for the entire membership, and which cannot be accomplished by individual efforts.”

Group 1 of the Sigma Pi Phi Fraternity Archives consist of one hundred and twenty archival boxes dating from 1908 – 1980. These records were retrieved from the office of George Redd (former Grand Grammateus) at Fisk University in 1986. The Collection is basically divided into two group, the Grand Boule and the Sub-Ordinate Boules. The Grand Boule contains mostly correspondence, reports, financial records, constitution and by-laws, proceedings from national conventions (1911-1978) newsletters and Boule journals. The Sub-Ordinate Boules (Alpha-Beta Gamma) consist of correspondence, reports, minutes of meetings, lists and miscellaneous materials. The collection is of great historical value and is now available for scholarly use.
Sigma Pi Phi Fraternity
Archives, 1908 - 1980
Group 1
Inventory

Box 1

Grand Boule

f. 1--History
   Books

Box 2

Grand Boule

f. 1-- Charter
   2-- Constitution and By Laws, Revision – 1946
   3-- Constitution and By Laws, Revision – 1950 – ?
   4-- Constitution and By Laws, Revision – 1952
   5-- Constitution and By Laws, Revision – 1960
   6-- Constitution and By Laws, Revision – 1965
   7-- Constitution and By Laws, Revision – 1966
   8-- Constitution and By Laws, Revision – 1970
   9-- Constitution and By Laws, Revision – 1972
  10-- Constitution and By Laws, Revision – 1974
  11-- Constitution and By Laws, Revision – 1976
  12-- Constitution and By Laws, Revision – 1977
  13-- Constitution and By Laws, Revision – 1978
  14-- Constitution and By Laws, Updated – 1979
  15-- Constitution and By Laws, Updated – n.d.

Box 3

Grand Boule

f. 1-- Rituals – 1937
   2-- Rituals – 1939
3-- Rituals – 1958
4-- Rituals – 1962
5-- Rituals – 1964
6-- Rituals – Revised – 1969
7-- Rituals – 1972, 1975
8-- Rituals – n.d.
9-- Rituals – Boule Song
10-- Rituals – Indoctrination Service for Archousae

Box 4

Grand Boule

f. 1-- Scrapbook of Early Boule Material - 1908-1929

Box 5

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Sire Archon – Correspondence

f. 1-- Langston, Carroll – 1929-31
2-- Powell, E.L. – 1931-33
3-- Gordan, Wilbur – 1933-37
4-- Bell, W.A. – 1937-38
5-- Bell, W.A. – 1939-41
6-- Scott, Emmett – 1939-47
7-- Cashin, James – 1948-51
8-- Miller, Herbert – 1965-72
9-- Anderson, James – 1968-70
10-- Nomination for Office of Grand Sire Archon
11-- Personal data
12-- Reports
13-- Miscellaneous material

Box 6

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Correspondence
f. 1-- Wesley, Allen – 1923-26
   2-- Wesley, Allen – 1927 (Jan. - Sept)
   3-- Wesley, Allen – 1927 (Oct. - Dec.)
   4-- Wesley, Allen – 1928 (Jan.- April)
   5-- Wesley, Allen – 1928 (May-Dec.)
   6-- Wesley, Allen – 1929 (Jan. - May)
   7-- Wesley, Allen – 1929 (June - Oct.)
   8-- Miscellaneous material
   9-- Thompkins, William – 1929-32; 1937
   10-- Thompkins, William – Financial Reports

Box 7

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Correspondence

f. 1-- Hershaw, L. M. – 1931-37
   2-- Hershaw, L. M. – Reports
   3-- Evans, Joseph – 1929-39
   4-- Evans, Joseph – 1940-43
   5-- Evans, Joseph – 1944-45
   6-- Evans, Joseph – 1946
   7-- Evans, Joseph – 1947
   8-- Evans, Joseph – 1948 (Jan. – Aug.)
   9-- Evans, Joseph – 1948 (Sept. – Dec.)

Box 8

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus

f. 1-- Evans, Joseph – 1949 (Jan-March)
   2-- Evans, Joseph – 1949 (April – June)
   3-- Evans, Joseph – 1949 (July- Dec)
   4-- Evans, Joseph – Financial Reports
   5-- Evans, Joseph – Financial Reports
   6-- Evans, Joseph – Miscellaneous material
   7-- Evans, Joseph – Miscellaneous material
Box 9

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Correspondence

f. 1-- Rose, B.A. – 1935-39
2-- Rose, B.A. – 1946-47
3-- Rose, B.A. – 1948
4-- Rose, B.A. – 1949
5-- Rose, B.A. – 1950
6-- Rose, B.A. – 1951-52
7-- Rose, B.A. – 1953
8-- Rose, B.A. – n.d.
9-- Rose, B.A. – Financial Records
10-- Rose, B.A. – Financial Records
11-- Rose, B.A. – Miscellaneous materials
12-- Rose, B.A. – Miscellaneous materials

Box 10

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Correspondence

f. 1-- Redd, George – Biographical Data
2-- Redd, George – 1939-53
3-- Redd, George – 1954 (Jan.- March)
4-- Redd, George – 1954 (April - June)
5-- Redd, George – 1954 (July - Sept.)
6-- Redd, George – 1954 (Oct. –Dec.)

Box 11

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Correspondence

f. 1-- Redd, George – 1955(Jan. – March)
2-- Redd, George – 1955 (April)
3-- Redd, George – 1955 (May – July)
4-- Redd, George – 1955 (Aug.– Dec.)
5-- Redd, George – 1956 (Jan. – July)
6-- Redd, George – 1956 (Aug. – Dec.)
7-- Redd, George – 1957 (Jan. – April)
8-- Redd, George – 1957 (May-Dec.)

Box 12

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Correspondence

f. 1-- Redd, George – 1958 (Jan.– June )
2-- Redd, George – 1958 (July– Aug.)
3-- Redd, George – 1958 (Sept – Dec.)
4-- Redd, George – 1959 (Jan.– May)
5-- Redd, George – 1959 (June– Aug.)
6-- Redd, George – 1959 (Sept.– Dec.)
7-- Redd, George – 1960 (Jan.- May)

Box 13

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Correspondence

f. 1-- Reddd, George – 1961(Jan. – June)
2-- Redd, George – 1961 (Aug. – Dec.)
3-- Redd, George – 1962 (Jan. – June)
4-- Redd, George – 1962 (July – Dec.)

Box 14

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Correspondence

f. 1-- Redd, George – 1963 (Jan. – June)
2-- Redd, George – 1963 (July – Sept)
3-- Redd, George – 1963 (Oct. – Dec)
4-- Redd, George – 1964 (Jan. – March)
5-- Redd, George – 1964 (April – June)  
6-- Redd, George – 1964(July-Dec.)

**Box 15**

Grand Boule – Executive Committee  
Grand Grammateus -- Correspondence

f. 1-- Redd, George – 1965 (Jan-May)  
2-- Redd, George – 1965 (April – May)  
3-- Redd, George – 1965 (June – Sept.)  
4-- Redd, George – 1965 (Oct. – Dec.)  
5-- Redd, George – 1966 (Jan. – May)  
6-- Redd, George – 1966 (June – July)  
7-- Redd, George – 1966 (Aug. – Dec.)

**Box 16**

Grand Boule – Executive Committee  
Grand Grammateus – Correspondence

f. 1-- Redd, George – 1967 (Jan. – March)  
2-- Redd, George – 1967 (April – June )  
3-- Redd, George – 1967 (July – Sept )  
4-- Redd, George – 1967 (Oct. – Dec. )  
5-- Redd, George – 1968 (Jan. – March )  
6-- Redd, George – 1968 (April – May)  
7-- Redd, George – 1968 (June)  
8-- Redd, George – 1968 (July – Aug. )  
9-- Redd, George – 1968 (Sept. – Oct.)  
10-- Redd, George – 1968 (Nov. – Dec.)

**Box 17**

Grand Boule -- Executive Committee  
Grand Grammateus -- Correspondence

f. 1-- Redd, George – 1969 (Jan. – Feb. )  
2-- Redd, George – 1969 (March – June )
3-- Redd, George – 1969 (July – Oct.)
4-- Redd, George – 1969 (Nov. – Dec.)
5-- Redd, George – 1970 (Jan. – April)
6-- Redd, George – 1970 (May – June)
7-- Redd, George – 1970 (July – Oct.)
8-- Redd, George – 1970 (Nov. – Dec.)

Box 18

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Correspondence

f. 1-- Redd, George – 1971 (Jan. – Feb.)
2-- Redd, George – 1971 (March – April)
3-- Redd, George – 1971 (May – June)
4-- Redd, George – 1971 (June – Aug.)
5-- Redd, George – 1971 (Sept. – Dec.)
6-- Redd, George – Miscellaneous material

Box 19

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Correspondence

f. 1-- Redd, George – 1972 (Jan-Feb)
2-- Redd, George – 1972 (March – April)
3-- Redd, George – 1972 (May)
4-- Redd, George – 1972 (June)
5-- Redd, George – 1972 (July – Aug.)
6-- Redd, George – 1972 (Sept. – Dec.)
7-- Redd, George – Miscellaneous material

Box 20

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Correspondence

f. 1-- Redd, George – 1993 (Jan. – March)
2-- Redd, George – 1993 (April – May)
3-- Redd, George – 1993 (June – Aug.)
4-- Redd, George – 1993 (Sept. – Dec.)
5-- Redd, George – Miscellaneous material

**Box 21**

Grand Boule – Executive Committee  
Grand Grammateus – Correspondence

f. 1-- Redd, George – 1974 (Jan – June)  
2-- Redd, George – 1974 (July – Sept.)  
3-- Redd, George – 1974 (Oct. – Dec.)  
4-- Redd, George – 1974 (Miscellaneous material)  
5-- Redd, George – 1975 (Jan – July)  

**Box 22**

Grand Boule – Executive Committee  
Grand Grammateus – Correspondence

f. 1-- Redd, George – 1976 (Jan. – March)  
2-- Redd, George – 1976 (April – Aug.)  
3-- Redd, George – 1976 (Sept. – Dec.)  
4-- Redd, George – 1977  
5-- Redd, George – 1978  
6-- Redd, George – 1979  
7-- Redd, George n.d.

**Box 23**

Grand Boule – Executive Committee  
Grand Grammateus – Reports

f. 1-- Redd, George – 1948  
2-- Redd, George – 1952  
3-- Redd, George – 1954  
4-- Redd, George – 1954-55  
5-- Redd, George – 1955  
6-- Redd, George – 1955-56  
7-- Redd, George – 1956  
8-- Redd, George – 1958
Box 24

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Reports

f. 1-- Redd, George – 1960
2-- Redd, George – 1962
3-- Redd, George – 1963
4-- Redd, George – 1964
5-- Redd, George – 1965
6-- Redd, George – 1966
7-- Redd, George – 1968
8-- Redd, George – 1969
9-- Redd, George – 1970
10--Redd, George – 1971
11--Redd, George – 1972
12--Redd, George – 1973
13--Redd, George – 1974
14--Redd, George – 1976
15--Redd, George – 1978

Box 25

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Financial Records

f. 1-- Redd, George – Audit – 1968-70
2-- Redd, George – Expenses Incidental to Business of the Fraternity
3-- Redd, George – Monthly Operating Expenses
4-- Redd, George – Receipts
5-- Redd, George – Receipts
6-- Redd, George – Receipts
7-- Redd, George – Requests for Travel
8-- Redd, George – Revised budget
9-- Redd, George – Social Action Tax
10--Redd, George – Statements

Box 26

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Financial Records
f. 1-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds
   2-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds 1941-44
   3-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds 1941-44
   4-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds 1944-46
   5-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds 1950-52
   6-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds 1952

**Box 27**

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Financial Records

f. 1-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds – 1954-56
   2-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds – 1956-58
   3-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds – 1956-58
   4-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds – 1958-60
   5-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds – 1958-60

**Box 28**

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Financial Records

f. 1-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds – 1960-62
   2-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds – 1960-62
   3-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds – 1962-64
   4-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds – 1962-64

**Box 29**

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Financial Records

f. 1-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds – 1964-66
   2-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds – 1964-66
   3-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds – 1966-68
   4-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds – 1968-70
Box 30

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Financial Records

f. 1-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds – 1970-72
2-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds – 1970-72
3-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds – 1972-74
4-- Redd, George – Remittance of Funds – 1972-74

Box 31

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Financial Records

f. 1-- Redd, George – Warrants – 1954-56
2-- Redd, George – Warrants – 1960-62
3-- Redd, George – Warrants – 1962-64
4-- Redd, George – Warrants – 1964-66

Box 32

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Financial Records

f. 1-- Redd, George – Warrants – 1964-66
2-- Redd, George – Warrants – 1966-68
3-- Redd, George – Warrants – 1968-70

Box 33

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Financial Records

f. 1-- Redd, George – Warrants – 1970-72
2-- Redd, George – Warrants – 1970-72
3-- Redd, George – Warrants – 1972
4-- Redd, George – Warrants – 1972-74
5-- Redd, George – Warrants – 1973
6-- Redd, George – Warrants – 1973-74

**Box 34**
Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Financial Records

f. 1-- Redd, George – Warrants – 1974-76
2-- Redd, George – Warrants – 1978
3-- Redd, George – Warrants – 1978
4-- Redd, George – Warrants – 1978-80

**Box 35**
Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Financial Records

f. 1-- Redd, George – Warrants stubs

**Box 36**
Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Financial Records

f. 1-- Receipt books – 1911-51

**Box 37**
Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Financial Records

f. 1-- Receipt books – 1952-72

**Box 38**
Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Financial Records

f. 1-- Receipt books – 1958-78

Box 39

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Financial Records

f. 1-- Receipts and cancelled checks

Box 40

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Financial Records

f. 1-- Cancelled checks

Box 41

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Financial Records

f. 1-- Cancelled Checks

Box 42

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grammateus – Financial Records

f. 1-- Cancelled Checks

Box 43

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Thesauristeus – Correspondence

1-- Thompkins, W.J. – 1931-32; 1939
2-- Irving, E. W. – 1934-38
3-- Johnson, C. H. – 1936-37
4-- Jones, R.L. – 1937-39
5-- Gordan, Wilbur – 1939-41
6-- Wright, William – 1941-46
7-- Rose, B.A. – 1948-49
8-- Scott, James – 1964-66
9-- Reports
10-- Miscellaneous material

Box 44

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Thesauristeus -- Financial Records

f. 1-- Remittance of Funds – 1938-39
2-- Remittance of Funds – 1939-45
3-- Remittance of Funds – 1940-41
4-- Remittance of Funds – 1946-48
5-- Remittance of Funds – 1949-50

Box 45

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Thesauristeus – Financial Record

f. 1-- Remittance of Funds – 1954-56
2-- Remittance of Funds – 1956-68
3-- Remittance of Funds – 1958-60

Box 46

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Thesauristeus – Financial Records

f. 1-- Remittance of Funds – 1961-62
2-- Remittance of Funds – 1962-63

Box 47

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Thesauristeus – Financial Records

f. 1-- Remittance of Funds – 1963-64
2-- Remittance of Funds – 1965-66
Box 48

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Thesauriteus – Financial Records

f. 1-- Remittance of Funds – 1974-76
   2-- Remittance of Funds – 1976-78
   3-- Financial Reports – 1958-74

Box 49

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Thesauriteus -- Financial Records

f. 1-- Receipts
   2-- Miscellaneous material
   3-- Miscellaneous material

Box 50

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Grand Grafter – Financial Records

1-- Davis, Carrington – 1929-37
2-- David, George– 1937-38
3-- David, George– 1939-40
4-- David, George– 1941-44
5-- David, George– 1946-47
6-- David, George –1948; 1952
7-- Reports

Box 51

Grand Boule – Executive Committee

f. 1-- Reports – Meeting of Executive Committee
   2-- Reports – Meeting of Interium Committee
   3-- Reports – Committee on Resolutions
   4-- Reports – Committee on Panels & Policy
   5-- Reports – Social Action
6-- Reports – Sub Committee
7-- Minutes – 1953
8-- Minutes – 1954
9-- Minutes – 1955
10--Minutes – 1956
11--Minutes – 1963
12--Minutes – 1966
13--Minutes – 1967
14--Minutes – 1968
15--Minutes – 1971
16--Minutes – 1974
17--Minutes – 1975
18--Minutes – 1976
19--Minutes – 1977
20--Minutes – 1978
21--Minutes – 1979

Box 52

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Accounts, bills, notes

f. 1-- Aldine Publishing Company
2-- American Tri State–Paper Box Co.
3-- ASNLH–Book Orders – 1955-58
4-- ASNLH–Book Orders – 1959-72
5-- Bulpour Co.
6-- Bulpour Co.

Box 53

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Accounts, bills, notes

f. 1-- Bonds
2-- Buckeye Press
3-- Copies Unlimited
4-- Crocker National Bank
5-- Cutters Exchange
6-- Dick, A B
7-- Dungy, William Co.
8-- Fisk University
Box 54

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Accounts, bills, notes

f. 1-- Hemphill Press
2-- List of payments
3-- Marshall and Bruce
4-- National Car Rental
5-- Railroad Companies
6-- Reliance Insurance Companies
7-- Requests for Payment on Purchases and Services – 1978
8-- Scurlock Studies
9-- Sears
10--South Central Bell
11--Spaulding
12--Sub-Ordinate Boules

Box 55

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Accounts, bills, notes

f. 1-- United Parcel Service
2-- Miscellaneous material
3-- Miscellaneous material

Box 56

Grand Boule – Executive Committee
Committees

f. 1-- Appointees
2-- Appointee Replies
3-- Audit and Budget
4-- Constitution
5-- Grand Officers
6-- International Affairs
7-- Regional Organization
8-- Registration and Banking
9-- Resolutions
10--Special Committee
11--Social Action
12--Social Action Program – Ballots
13--Social Action Program – Complaints
14--Social Action Program – Final Proposal
15--Social Action Program – Proposal for Sub-Boules
16--Social Action Program – Reports

Box 57

Grand Boule – National Conventions

f. 1-- 1911 – Chicago – Programs
   2-- 1913 – Washington – Programs
   3-- 1915 – St. Louis – Programs
   4-- 1919 – Philadelphia – Programs
   5-- 1921 – Kansas City, MO – Programs
   6-- 1923 – New York – Programs
   7-- 1925 – Pittsburgh – Programs, Reports
   8-- 1927 – Detroit – Reports, Minutes
   9-- 1929 – Columbus – Programs, Reports
  10-- 1931 – Pittsburgh – Programs, Reports, etc.
  11-- 1933 – Chicago – Programs, Reports, etc.
  12-- 1937 – Atlanta – Programs
  13-- 1939 – Charleston, W. VA – Programs, Reports, etc.
  14-- 1941 – Los Angeles – Programs
  15-- 1944 – Washington, DC. -- Programs

Box 58

Grand Boule – National Conventions

f. 1-- 1946 – Baltimore – Brochures
   2-- 1946 – Baltimore – Correspondence
   3-- 1946 – Baltimore – Committees
   4-- 1946 – Baltimore – Delegates Credentials
   5-- 1946 – Baltimore – Financial Reports
   6-- 1946 – Baltimore – Information & Announcements
   7-- 1946 – Baltimore – Lists
   8-- 1946 – Baltimore – Clippings
   9-- 1946 – Baltimore – Photos
  10--1946 – Baltimore – Programs
  11--1946 – Baltimore – Schedule
  12--1946 – Baltimore – Miscellaneous material
13-- 1948 – Wilberforce–Brochures
14-- 1948 – Wilberforce–Correspondence
15-- 1948 – Wilberforce–Committees
16-- 1948 – Wilberforce–Delegates– Credentials
17-- 1948 – Wilberforce–Lists
18-- 1948 – Wilberforce–Minutes
19-- 1948 – Wilberforce–Photos
20-- 1948 – Wilberforce–Programs
21-- 1948 – Wilberforce–Reports
22-- 1948 – Wilberforce–Miscellaneous material
23-- 1950 – Montgomery/Tuskegee–Boule News Bulletin
24-- 1950 – Montgomery/Tuskegee–Committees
25-- 1950 – Montgomery/Tuskegee–Delegates Credentials
27-- 1950 – Montgomery/Tuskegee–Programs
28-- 1950 – Montgomery/Tuskegee–Summary
29-- 1950 – Montgomery/Tuskegee–Miscellaneous material

Box 59

Grand Boule—National Conventions

f. 1-- 1952 – Cleveland – Correspondence
2-- 1952 – Cleveland – Delegates’ Credentials
3-- 1952 – Cleveland – Financial Reports
4-- 1952 – Cleveland – Programs
5-- 1952 – Cleveland – Reports
6-- 1952 – Cleveland – Miscellaneous materials
7-- 1954 – Philadelphia – Brochures
8-- 1954 – Philadelphia – Committees
9-- 1954 – Philadelphia – Convention Highlights
10-- 1954 – Philadelphia – Correspondence
11-- 1954 – Philadelphia – Delegates’ Credentials
12-- 1954 – Philadelphia – Minutes
13-- 1954 – Philadelphia – Photos
14-- 1954 – Philadelphia – Programs
15-- 1954 – Philadelphia – Reports
16-- 1954 – Philadelphia – Registration List
17-- 1954 – Philadelphia – Miscellaneous
18-- 1956 – Washington – Agenda
19-- 1956 – Washington – Brochures
20-- 1956 – Washington – Children & Youth Activities
21-- 1956 – Washington – Delegates & Alternates
22-- 1956 – Washington – Minutes
23-- 1956 – Washington – Programs
24-- 1956 – Washington – Reports  
25-- 1956 – Washington – Miscellaneous material  

Box 60  
Grand Boule – National Conventions  

f. 1-- 1958 – Hampton – Address  
2-- 1958 – Hampton – Agenda  
3-- 1958 – Hampton – Brochures  
4-- 1958 – Hampton – Correspondence  
5-- 1958 – Hampton – Information Sheet  
6-- 1958 – Hampton – Minutes  
7-- 1958 – Hampton – Programs  
8-- 1958 – Hampton – Summary  
9-- 1958 – Hampton – Youth Activities  
10--1958 – Hampton – Miscellaneous material  

Box 61  
Grand Boule – National Conventions  

f. 1-- 1960 – Denver – Boule Journal – October 1960  
2-- 1960 – Denver – Brochures  
3-- 1960 – Denver – Children’s Programs  
4-- 1960 – Denver – Delegates Credentials  
7-- 1960 – Denver – Membership Reports  
8-- 1960 – Denver – Memorial Address  
9-- 1960 – Denver – Minutes  
10--1960 – Denver – Programs  
11--1960 – Denver – Proposed Convention Cruise  
12--1960 – Denver – Receipts & Invoices  
13--1960 – Denver – Reports  
14--1960 – Denver – Schedule of Activities  
15--1960 – Denver – Miscellaneous material  

Box 62  
Grand Boule – National Conventions  

f. 1-- 1962 – Los Angeles – Brochures  
2-- 1962 – Los Angeles – Correspondence
3-- 1962 – Los Angeles – Financial Reports
4 -- 1962 – Los Angeles – Lists
5 -- 1962 – Los Angeles – Minutes
6 -- 1962 – Los Angeles – Minutes
7 -- 1962 – Los Angeles – Programs
8 -- 1962 – Los Angeles – Receipts
9 -- 1962 – Los Angeles – Miscellaneous material
10-- 1964 – New York – Budget
11-- 1964 – New York – Children’s Activities
13-- 1964 – New York – Correspondence
14-- 1964 – New York – Financial Reports
15-- 1964 – New York – Forms
16-- 1964 – New York – Lists
17-- 1964 – New York – Memorial Service
18-- 1964 – New York – Minutes
19-- 1964 – New York – Newsletters
20-- 1964 – New York – Program
21-- 1964 – New York – Reports
22-- 1964 – New York – Tributes
23-- 1964 – New York – Miscellaneous materials

Box 63

Grand Boule – National Conventions

f. 1-- 1966 – Nashville – Agenda
2-- 1966 – Nashville – Amendment to Constitution
3-- 1966 – Nashville – Boule Newsletter
4-- 1966 – Nashville – Committee Assignments
5-- 1966 – Nashville – Convention Plans
6-- 1966 – Nashville – Correspondence
7-- 1966 – Nashville – Executive Committee Meetings
8-- 1966 – Nashville – Financial Reports
9-- 1966 – Nashville – Financial Reports
10-- 1966 – Nashville – Lists
11-- 1966 – Nashville – Memorial Service
12-- 1966 – Nashville – Minutes
13-- 1966 – Nashville – Programs
14-- 1966 – Nashville – Reports
15-- 1966 – Nashville – Room Reservations
16-- 1966 – Nashville – Schedule of Events
17-- 1966 – Nashville – Miscellaneous materials
Box 64

Grand Boule – National Conventions

f. 1-- 1968 – Philadelphia – Agenda
   2-- 1968 – Philadelphia – Boule Newsletter
   3-- 1968 – Philadelphia – Brochures
   4-- 1968 – Philadelphia – Committee Assignments
   5-- 1968 – Philadelphia – Correspondence
   6-- 1968 – Philadelphia – Credentials for Delegates
   7-- 1968 – Philadelphia – Executive Committee Meeting
   9-- 1968 – Philadelphia – Forms
   10--1968 – Philadelphia – Lists
   11--1968 – Philadelphia – Minutes
   12--1968 – Philadelphia – Programs
   13--1968 – Philadelphia – Reports
   14--1968 – Philadelphia – Schedule of Events
   15--1968 – Philadelphia – Miscellaneous material

Box 65

Grand Boule – National Conventions

f. 1-- 1970 – Miami – Accounts
   2-- 1970 – Miami – Agenda
   3-- 1970 – Miami – Arrangements
   4-- 1970 – Miami – Boule Newsletter
   5-- 1970 – Miami – Brochures
   6-- 1970 – Miami – Budget
   7-- 1970 – Miami – Committee Assignments
   8-- 1970 – Miami – Correspondence
   9-- 1970 – Miami – Credentials for Delegates
  10--1970 – Miami – Financial Records
  11--1970 – Miami – Induction of New Members
  12--1970 – Miami – Lists
  13--1970 – Miami – Meeting
  14--1970 – Miami – Memorial Service
  15--1970 – Miami – Minutes
  16--1970 – Miami – Programs
  17--1970 – Miami – Proposal
  18--1970 – Miami – Reports
  19--1970 – Miami – Suggested Itinerary
  20--1970 – Miami – Voting Membership
  21--1970 – Miami – Miscellaneous material
Box 66

Grand Boule – National Conventions

f. 1-- 1972 – San Francisco – Accounts
2—1972 – San Francisco – Budget
3—1972 – San Francisco – Candidates
4-- 1972 – San Francisco – Committee Assignments
5-- 1972 – San Francisco – Correspondence 1969-71
6—1972 – San Francisco – Correspondence – Jan – May 1972
7-- 1972 – San Francisco – Correspondence – June 1972
8-- 1972 – San Francisco – Correspondence – July 1972-73
9-- 1972 – San Francisco – Credentials
10--1972– San Francisco – Executive Committee
11--1972 – San Francisco – Greetings
12--1972 – San Francisco – Lists
13--1972 – San Francisco – Minutes
14--1972 – San Francisco – Proceedings

Box 67

Grand Boule – National Conventions

f. 1-- 1972 – San Francisco – Programs
2-- 1972 – San Francisco – Record of Expenditures
3-- 1972 – San Francisco – Registration
4-- 1972 – San Francisco – Reports
5-- 1972 – San Francisco – Reports
6-- 1972 – San Francisco – Reports
7-- 1972 – San Francisco – Reports
8-- 1972 – San Francisco – Request for Payment
9-- 1972 – San Francisco – Resolutions
10-- 1972 – San Francisco – Ritual
11-- 1972 – San Francisco – Schedules of Events
12-- 1972 – San Francisco – Speakers
13-- 1972 – San Francisco – Tapes
14-- 1972 – San Francisco – Tributes
15-- 1972 – San Francisco – Miscellaneous material

Box 68

Grand Boule -- National Conventions

f. 1-- 1974– Cincinnati – Budget
2-- 1974– Cincinnati – Committees
3-- 1974– Cincinnati – Constitution & By-Laws
4-- 1974-- Cincinnati – Correspondence 1970-72
5-- 1974-- Cincinnati – Correspondence – 1973-74
6-- 1974-- Cincinnati – Delegates
7-- 1974-- Cincinnati – Executive Committee
8-- 1974-- Cincinnati – Financial Reports
9-- 1974-- Cincinnati – Lists
10--1974-- Cincinnati – Memorial Service
11--1974-- Cincinnati – Memos

**Box 69**

Grand Boule – National Convention

f.  1-- 1974-- Cincinnati – Minutes
2-- 1974-- Cincinnati – Nominations
3-- 1974-- Cincinnati – Plans
4-- 1974-- Cincinnati – Proceedings
5-- 1974-- Cincinnati – Programs
6-- 1974-- Cincinnati – Reports
7-- 1974-- Cincinnati – Resolutions
8-- 1974-- Cincinnati – Schedule of Events
9-- 1974-- Cincinnati – Social Action Programs
10--1974-- Cincinnati – Youth Panelists
11--1974 – Cincinnati – Miscellaneous material

**Box 70**

Grand Boule – National Convention

f.  1-- 1976-- New Orleans – Brochures
2-- 1976-- New Orleans – Brochures
3-- 1976-- New Orleans – Brochures
4-- 1976-- New Orleans – Brochures
5-- 1976-- New Orleans – Budget
6-- 1976-- New Orleans – Constitution
7-- 1976-- New Orleans – Correspondence, 1972-75
8-- 1976-- New Orleans – Correspondence, 1976
9-- 1976-- New Orleans – Delegates
10--1976– New Orleans—Executive Committee

**Box 71**
Grand Boule – National Conventions

1. 1976 – New Orleans – Lists
2. 1976 – New Orleans – Memorial Service
3. 1976 – New Orleans – Plans
4. 1976 – New Orleans – Post Convention Tours
5. 1976 – New Orleans – Pre-registration
6. 1976 – New Orleans – Pre-registration

Box 72

Grand Boule – National Conventions

1. 1976 – New Orleans – Programs
2. 1976 – New Orleans – Reports – Audits/Budget
3. 1976 – New Orleans – Reports – Committee on Grand Officers
10. 1976 – New Orleans – Resolution Committee
11. 1976 – New Orleans – Schedule of Activities
13. 1976 – New Orleans – Receipts, etc.
15. 1976 – New Orleans – Receipts
17. 1976 – New Orleans – Miscellaneous material

Box 73

Grand Boule – National Conventions

1. 1978 – New York – Brochures
2. 1978 – New York – Business Session
3. 1978 – New York – Constitution and By-Laws
4. 1978 – New York – Correspondence, 1973-78
5. 1978 – New York – Delegates
6. 1978 – New York – Executive Committee
7. 1978 – New York – Nomination
8. 1978 – New York – Plans
9-- 1978 – New York – Programs
10--1978 – New York – Reports
11--1978 – New York – Schedule of Activities
12--1978 – New York – Registered Archons
13--1978 – New York – Miscellaneous material

**Box 74**

Grand Boule

1-- Deceased Archons and Archousae, 1952, 1954, 1956
2-- Deceased Archons and Archousae, 1962, 1964
3-- Deceased Archons and Archousae, 1966, 1968
4-- Deceased Archons and Archousae, 1970, 1972
5-- Deceased Archons and Archousae, 1973, 1974
6-- Deceased Archons and Archousae, 1976
7-- Pin Assignments, 1954-79

**Box 75**

Grand Boule – Forms

f. 1-- Acknowledge of Receipts of Funds
2-- Action of Sub-Boules
3-- Annual Report
4-- Application for Inactive Status
5-- Application for Membership
6-- Application for Membership in Sub-Boules
7-- Ballot for New Boule
8-- Cash Receipt
9-- Check Warrant
10-- Complete Report of Membership
11-- Credentials for Delegates
12-- Delegates Credential
13-- Funds Due from Delinquent Boules
14-- Grand and Social Action Tax
15-- Monthly Operating Expenses
16-- Pin Assignments
17-- Record of Daily Cash Receipts
18-- Record of Expenses
19-- Report of Remittance of Funds
20-- Request for Payment of Travel Expenses
21-- Request for Payment for Services
22-- Supplementary Information
23-- Transfer Certificate
24-- Widows
25-- Miscellaneous material

**Box 76**

Grand Boule – Directories

f. 1-- 1971
2-- 1973
3-- 1973 (Corrections)
4-- 1974
5-- 1975-76
6-- 1977
7-- 1979
8-- Executive Committee
9-- Grand Officers
10-- Sub-ordinate Boule Officers
11-- Archons
12-- Archons (Inactive)
13-- Archons – Alpha Boule
14-- Archons – Alpha Beta Boule
15-- Archons – Alpha Xi Boule

**Box 77**

Grand Boule – Lists

f. 1-- Grand Officers
2-- Executive Committee
3-- Boule Journal Subscribers
4-- Deceased Archons and Archousae
5-- Mailing
6-- Widowed Archousae
7-- Miscellaneous
8-- Form letters
9-- Form letters
10-- Form letters

**Box 78**

Grand Boule – Newsletters

f. 1-- 1955-56
2-- 1958-61
3-- 1962-65
4-- 1966
5-- 1967–68
6-- 1969
7-- 1970-71
8-- 1972-73

Grand Boule – Newsletters

f. 1-- 1974
2-- 1975-76
3-- 1977

Grand Boule – Boule Journals

f. 1-- Correspondence, 1963-64
2-- Rough Draft, 1963
3-- Rough Draft, 1964
4-- Miscellaneous material
5-- Miscellaneous material
6-- Mailing Lists

Grand Boule – Boule Journals

f. 1-- 1919-1920; 1948-58

Grand Boule – Boule Journals

f. 1-- 1959-63

Grand Boule – Boule Journals

f. 1-- 1963-75
Box 84

Member

Joe Boules

f. 1-- Alpha – Correspondence – 1922-38
2-- Alpha – Correspondence – 1939-46
3-- Alpha – Correspondence – 1947-53
4-- Alpha – Correspondence – 1954-57
5-- Alpha – Correspondence – 1958-62
6-- Alpha – Correspondence – 1963-64
7-- Alpha – Correspondence – 1965-69
8-- Alpha – Correspondence – 1970
9-- Alpha – Correspondence – 1971-72
10-- Alpha – Correspondence – 1973-74
11-- Alpha – Directories, Program & Miscellaneous Material
12-- Alpha – Lists
13-- Alpha – Reports 1941; 1968
14-- Alpha – Miscellaneous Material

Box 85

Member

Joe Boules

f. 1-- Beta – Correspondence – 1919-34
2-- Beta – Correspondence – 1935-39
3-- Beta – Correspondence – 1940-49
4-- Beta – Correspondence – 1950-59
5-- Beta – Correspondence – 1960-69
6-- Beta – Correspondence – 1970-74
7-- Beta – Lists, Miscellaneous Material

Box 86

Member

Joe Boules

f. 1-- Gamma – Correspondence – 1922-39
2-- Gamma – Correspondence – 1940-49
3-- Gamma – Correspondence – 1950-55
4-- Gamma – Correspondence – 1956-59
5-- Gamma – Correspondence – 1960-69
6-- Gamma – Correspondence – 1970-79
7-- Gamma – Lists, Miscellaneous Material
Box 87

Member Boules

f. 1--Delta – Correspondence – 1922-29
   2--Delta – Correspondence – 1930-39
   3--Delta – Correspondence – 1940-49
   4--Delta – Correspondence – 1950-59
   5--Delta – Correspondence – 1960-68
   6--Delta – Lists, Miscellaneous, Material

Box 88

Member Boules

f. 1--Epsilon – Correspondence – 1922; 1927; 1929
   2--Epsilon – Correspondence – 1930-39
   3--Epsilon – Correspondence – 1940-48
   4--Epsilon – Correspondence – 1950-59
   5--Epsilon – Correspondence – 1960-69
   6--Epsilon – Correspondence – 1970-74
   7--Epsilon – Lists, Miscellaneous Material

Box 89

Member Boules

f. 1--Zeta – Correspondence – 1946-53
   2--Zeta – Correspondence – 1954-59
   3--Zeta – Correspondence – 1960-63
   4--Zeta – Correspondence – 1964
   5--Zeta – Correspondence – 1965-71
   6--Zeta – Correspondence – 1972-74
   7--Zeta – Photograph
   8--Zeta – Lists, Miscellaneous Material

Box 90

Member Boules

f. 1--Eta – Correspondence – 1915-48
   2--Eta – Correspondence – 1950-59
   3--Eta – Correspondence – 1960-74
   4--Eta – Lists, Miscellaneous Material
Box 91

Member

Boules

f. 1--Theta – Correspondence – 1938-48
   2--Theta – Correspondence – 1950-59
   3--Theta – Correspondence – 1961-69
   4--Theta – Correspondence – 1970-74
   5--Theta – Lists, Miscellaneous Material

Box 92

Member

Boules

f. 1--Iota – Correspondence – 1929-39
   2--Iota – Correspondence – 1940-48
   3--Iota – Correspondence – 1950-59
   4--Iota – Correspondence – 1960-69
   5--Iota – Correspondence – 1970-74
   6--Iota – Lists, Miscellaneous Material

Box 93

Member

Boules

f. 1--Kappa – Correspondence – 1922-25
   2--Kappa – Correspondence – 1926-29
   3--Kappa – Correspondence – 1930-39
   4--Kappa – Correspondence – 1940-49
   5--Kappa – Correspondence – 1950-59
   6--Kappa – Correspondence – 1960-69
   7--Kappa – Correspondence – 1970-74
   8--Kappa – Lists, Miscellaneous Material

Box 94

Member

Boules

f. 1--Lambda – Correspondence – 1929-39
   2--Lambda – Correspondence – 1940-46
   3--Lambda – Correspondence – 1950-58
   4--Lambda – Correspondence – 1960-61
   5--Lambda – Correspondence – 1970-72
   6--Lambda – Lists, Miscellaneous Material
Box 95

Member

Boules

f. 1--Mu – Correspondence – 1929-49
   2--Mu – Correspondence – 1950-59
   3--Mu – Correspondence – 1960-69
   4--Mu – Correspondence – 1970-74
   5--Mu – Lists, Miscellaneous Material

Box 96

Member

Boules

f. 1--Nu – Correspondence – 1931-39; 1946
   2--Nu – Correspondence – 1950-59
   3--Nu – Correspondence – 1960; 1963;1968;1970-71
   4--Nu – Lists, Miscellaneous Material

Box 97

Member

Boules

f. 1--Xi– Correspondence – 1931-39
   2--Xi– Correspondence – 1940-49
   3--Xi– Correspondence –1950-59
   4--Xi– Correspondence – 1960-67
   5--Xi– Correspondence – 1970-72
   6--Xi– Lists, Miscellaneous Material

Box 98

Member

Boule

f. 1-- Omicron – Correspondence – 1922-29
   2-- Omicron – Correspondence – 1930-39
   3-- Omicron – Correspondence – 1941-48
   4-- Omicron – Correspondence – 1950-59
   5-- Omicron – Correspondence – 1960-67
   6-- Omicron – Correspondence – 1971-73
   7-- Omicron – Lists, Miscellaneous Material
Box 99

Member
Boules

f. 1--Pi – Correspondence – 1930-39
2--Pi – Correspondence – 1940-48
3--Pi – Correspondence – 1950-59
4--Pi – Correspondence – 1960-65; 1970-71
5--Pi – Lists, Miscellaneous Material

Box 100

Member
Boules

f. 1-- Rho – Correspondence – 1924-29
2-- Rho – Correspondence – 1930-39
3 --Rho – Correspondence – 1940-48
4 --Rho – Correspondence – 1950-59
5 --Rho – Correspondence – 1962-69
6 --Rho – Correspondence – 1971-74
7-- Rho – Lists, Miscellaneous Material

Box 101

Member
Boules

f. 1--Sigma – Correspondence – 1925-39
2--Sigma – Correspondence – 1940-41
3--Sigma – Correspondence – 1942-48
4--Sigma – Correspondence – 1950-59
5--Sigma – Correspondence – 1960-71
6--Sigma – Correspondence – 1972-74
7--Sigma – Miscellaneous Material

Box 102

Member
Boules

f. 1--Tau–Correspondence – 1927-29
2--Tau–Correspondence – 1930-39
3--Tau–Correspondence – 1941-49
4--Tau–Correspondence –1950-59
5--Tau–Correspondence – 1960-69
6--Tau–Correspondence – 1970-74
7--Tau–Miscellaneous Material

Box 103

Member
Boules

f. 1--Upsilon–Correspondence – 1927-29
2--Upsilon–Correspondence – 1930-39
3--Upsilon–Correspondence – 1940-46
4--Upsilon–Correspondence – 1950-59
5--Upsilon–Correspondence – 1960-68
6--Upsilon–Correspondence – 1970-74
7--Upsilon–Lists, miscellaneous material

Box 104

Member
Boules

f. 1-- Phi–Correspondence–1929-30
2-- Phi–Correspondence–1932-36
3-- Phi–Correspondence–1937
4-- Phi–Correspondence–1938-39
5-- Phi–Correspondence–1940-46
6-- Phi–Correspondence–1950-55
7-- Phi–Correspondence–1956-59
8-- Phi–Correspondence–1960-67
9-- Phi–Correspondence–1971-74
10-- Phi–Miscellaneous Material

Box 105

Member
Boules

f. 1-- Chi – Correspondence–1939-46
2-- Chi – Correspondence–1947-49
3-- Chi – Correspondence–1950-52
4-- Chi – Correspondence–1953-59
5-- Chi – Correspondence–1961-76
6-- Chi – Agendas, rosters
7-- Chi – Annual reports1947
8-- Chi – Application for Membership
9-- Chi – Biographical sketches
10--Chi–By-Laws
11--Chi–Committee reports
Box 106

Member
Boules

f. 1-- Chi – Financial Records
   2-- Chi – Financial Records
   3-- Chi – Financial Records
   4-- Chi – Financial Records
   5-- Chi – Financial Records
   6-- Chi – List of Officers
   7-- Chi – Minutes of Meetings –1944
   8-- Chi – Minutes of Meetings –1948-51
   9-- Chi – Minutes of Meetings –1952-55
   11--Chi– Photographs
   12--Chi– Proposed Amendments to the Constitution
   13--Chi– Proposed Social Action Program
   14--Chi– Miscellaneous Material
   15--Chi– Miscellaneous Material

Box 107

Member
Boules

f. 1--Psi–Correspondence–1939-45
   2--Psi–Correspondence–1950-59
   3--Psi–Correspondence–1960-69
   4--Psi–Correspondence–1970-74
   5--Psi–Miscellaneous Material

Box 108

Member
Boules

f. 1-- Alpha Alpha – Correspondence – 1938-46
   2-- Alpha Alpha – Correspondence—1950-59
   3-- Alpha Alpha – Correspondence – 1960-74
   4-- Alpha Alpha – Biographical sketches
   5-- Alpha Alpha – Miscellaneous Material
   6-- Alpha Beta – Correspondence – 1930-39
   7-- Alpha Beta – Correspondence – 1941-46
   8-- Alpha Beta – Correspondence – 1950-59
9--Alpha Beta – Correspondence – 1960-66
10--Alpha Beta – Correspondence–1970-74
11--Alpha Beta – Miscellaneous Material

**Box 109**

Member

Boules

f. 1-- Alpha Gamma – Correspondence–1941-48
2-- Alpha Gamma – Correspondence–1950-59
3-- Alpha Gamma – Correspondence–1960-66
4-- Alpha Gamma – Correspondence–1970-74
5-- Alpha Gamma – Miscellaneous Material
6-- Alpha Delta – Correspondence – 1939-48
7-- Alpha Delta – Correspondence – 1950-59
8-- Alpha Delta – Correspondence – 1960-69
9-- Alpha Delta – Correspondence – 1970-74
10--Alpha Delta– Miscellaneous Material

**Box 110**

Member

Boules

f. 1-- Alpha Epsilon – Correspondence – 1940-48
2-- Alpha Epsilon – Correspondence – 1950-59
3-- Alpha Epsilon – Correspondence – 1960-66
4-- Alpha Epsilon – Correspondence – 1970-74
5-- Alpha Epsilon – Biographical sketches
6-- Alpha Epsilon – Miscellaneous Material
7-- Alpha Epsilon – Correspondence – 1948-53
8-- Alpha Epsilon – Correspondence – 1954-62
9-- Alpha Epsilon – Correspondence – 1964-77
10--Alpha Epsilon– Miscellaneous Material

**Box 111**

Member

Boules

f. 1--Alpha Eta – Correspondence –1953-59
2--Alpha Eta – Correspondence – 1960-64
3--Alpha Eta – Correspondence – 1970-74
4--Alpha Eta – Miscellaneous Material
5--Alpha Theta – Correspondence – 1952-59
6--Alpha Theta – Correspondence – 1960-67
7--Alpha Theta – Correspondence – 1970-74
8--Alpha Theta – Biographical sketches
9--Alpha Theta – Miscellaneous Material

**Box 112**

**Member**

Boules

f. 1-- Alpha Iota – Correspondence – 1954-56
2-- Alpha Iota – Correspondence – 1960-65
3-- Alpha Iota – Correspondence – 1970-74
4-- Alpha Iota – Lists
5-- Alpha Iota – Miscellaneous Material
6-- Alpha Kappa – Correspondence – 1953-64
7-- Alpha Kappa – Correspondence – 1970-74
8-- Alpha Kappa – Biographical Sketches
9-- Alpha Kappa – Miscellaneous Material
10--Alpha Kappa – Miscellaneous Material

**Box 113**

**Member**

Boules

f. 1-- Alpha Lambda – Correspondence – 1959-69
2-- Alpha Lambda – Correspondence – 1970-74
3-- Alpha Lambda – Miscellaneous Material
4-- Alpha Lambda – Correspondence – 1959-63
5-- Alpha Lambda – Correspondence – 1971-74
6-- Alpha Lambda – Miscellaneous Material
7-- Alpha Nu – Correspondence – 1959-65
8-- Alpha Nu – Correspondence – 1970-74
9-- Alpha Nu – Lists
10--Alpha Nu – Miscellaneous Material
11--Alpha Xi – Correspondence 1965-74

**Box 114**

**Member**

Boules

f. 1-- Alpha Omicron – Correspondence – 1964-72
2-- Alpha Omicron – Miscellaneous Material
3-- Alpha Pi – Correspondence – 1965-74
4-- Alpha Pi – Miscellaneous Material
5-- Alpha Rho – Correspondence – 1965-69
6-- Alpha Rho – Correspondence – 1970-74
7-- Alpha Rho – Miscellaneous Material

**Box 115**

f. Member Boules

1-- Alpha Sigma – Correspondence – 1962,68
2-- Alpha Sigma – Correspondence – 1970–74
3-- Alpha Sigma – Miscellaneous Material
4-- Alpha Tau – Correspondence – 1958–69
5-- Alpha Tau – Correspondence – 1970–74
6-- Alpha Tau – Miscellaneous Material

**Box 116**

f. Member Boules

1-- Alpha Chi – Correspondence – 1970–74
2-- Alpha Chi – Miscellaneous Material
3-- Alpha Psi – Correspondence – 1971–74
4-- Alpha Psi – Miscellaneous Material
5-- Beta Alpha – Correspondence – 1971–74
6-- Beta Alpha – Miscellaneous Material
7-- Beta Beta – Correspondence – 1971
8-- Beta Beta – Correspondence – 1972–74
9-- Beta Beta – Miscellaneous Material
10--Beta Gamma – Correspondence 1993

**Box 117**

f. Member Boules

1-- Accounts Receivable
2-- Annual Membership Report – 1956-57
3-- Annual Membership Report – 1957-58
4-- Annual Membership Report – 1959
5-- Annual Membership Report – 1960
6-- Annual Membership Report – 1961
7-- Annual Membership Report – 1962
8-- Annual Membership Report – 1963
9-- Annual Membership Report – 1964
10--Annual Membership Report – 1965

**Box 118**

**Member**

Sub-Ordinate Boules

f. 1--Annual Membership Report – 1967
3-- Annual Membership Report – 1970
4-- Annual Membership Report – 1971
5-- Annual Membership Report – 1972
6-- Annual Membership Report – 1973
7-- Annual Reports

**Box 119**

**Member**

Sub-Ordinate Boules

f. 1-- Basic Manual – 1973
2-- Boules That Have Not Submitted Annual Reports 1954-56
3-- Deliquent Boules – 1970
4-- Directory of Archons – 1969–70
5-- Directory of Archons – 1970–71
6-- Establishment of New Boules – 1930’s
7-- Executive Committee
8-- Grand Tax – 1973
9-- Guidelines for Setting Apart a New Boules
10-- List of Grammateus
11-- List of Sub-Ordinate Boules

**Box 120**

**Member**

Sub-Ordinate Boules

f. 1-- New Archons – 1974–76
2-- New Boule Responses
3-- Numbers of Archons Initiated 1977–78
4-- Personal Data Sheets
5-- Proposed Boule Not Established
6-- Roster of Membership
7-- Roster of Membership
8-- Roster of Membership